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Abstract

A recent development in ground-based remote sensing of atmospheric constituents by UV/visible absorption measurements of scattered light is the simultaneous use of several horizon viewing directions in addition to the traditional zenith-sky pointing. The different light paths through the atmosphere enable the vertical distribution of some atmospheric absorbers such as NO$_2$, BrO or O$_3$ to be retrieved. This approach has recently been implemented on an airborne platform. The novel instrument called Airborne MultiAXis Differential Optical Absorption Spectrometer, AMAX-DOAS, has been flown for the first time.

In this study, the amount of profile information that can be retrieved from such measurements is investigated. Sensitivity studies of synthetic data were performed for a variety of representative measurement conditions including two wavelengths, one in the UV and one in the visible, two different surface spectral reflectance, various lines of sight (LOS), and for two different flight altitudes.

The results demonstrate that the AMAX-DOAS measurements contain useful profile information, mainly at flight altitude and below the aircraft. Depending on wavelength and LOS used, the vertical resolution of the retrieved profiles is 2 km up to an altitude of approximately 14 km. Above 14 km the profile information content of AMAX-DOAS measurements is sparse. Airborne multiaxis measurements are thus a promising tool for atmospheric studies in the troposphere and the UTLS region.
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1. Introduction

Since the early 1970’s ground-based measurements of the ultraviolet and visible light scattered from the zenith sky have been used to determine the absorptions and thereby derive the atmospheric column densities of various trace gases (e.g. O$_3$, NO$_2$, BrO, OCIO, ...) by several research groups e.g.\textsuperscript{1-5}. These measurements identify specific absorption features using the well known Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) method\textsuperscript{6}. The typical quantity derived from such measurements is a differential slant column density, that is the difference of the integrated column of molecules along the different light paths through the atmosphere. This is converted to a vertical column by a so-called air mass factor.

A scientifically more interesting quantity is the atmospheric profile of a trace gas. Noxon et. al.\textsuperscript{7} were the first to estimate the profile information contained in slant column measurements. Later McKenzie et. al.\textsuperscript{8} used the weighted Chahine inversion, an iterative method that requires a convergence constraint to retrieve vertical NO$_2$ profiles. Preston et. al.\textsuperscript{9,10} used the Optimal Estimation method to retrieve NO$_2$ profiles from ground-based UV/visible zenith skylight absorption measurements at different SZA. The vertical resolution of such profiles is relatively low, and up to now profile retrievals were only attempted for NO$_2$. Vertically resolved measurements would also be of interest for BrO to investigate the presence of BrO in the boundary layer and in the free troposphere and its role in catalytic cycles removing O$_3$\textsuperscript{11-17}.

Airborne UV/visible zenith sky absorption measurements have been performed since the 1980’s\textsuperscript{18-26}. The experimental setups in these works apply zenith sky absorption measurements to retrieve trace gas columns. More recently, Petritoli et. al.\textsuperscript{27} have demonstrated that by using an horizon pointing (off-axis) measurement, the retrieval of in-situ information near flight altitude is possible.
For the validation of measurements from the SCIAMACHY instrument on board of ENVISAT, the Airborne MultiAxis DOAS instrument (AMAX-DOAS) was developed, that takes simultaneous measurements of UV/visible sky absorptions at different lines of sight (LOS) pointing above and below the aircraft. The main focus of the AMAX-DOAS measurements is the retrieval of stratospheric and tropospheric columns by using the zenith-sky and nadir viewing directions at a flight altitude close to the tropopause. However, the additional viewing directions were added to investigate the possibility to derive information on the vertical distribution of the absorbers. This is similar to the approach used in ground-based multiaxis measurements, which resolves the lower troposphere. More independent pieces of information are expected for AMAX-DOAS as compared to the ground-based multiaxis DOAS, as a result of the viewing geometry observed from an aircraft.

It should be noted that the geometry, used in these studies (several LOS measured at one SZA), differs from that used in previous profiling studies, where measurements at one LOS but various SZA were performed, and the variation of scattering height as a function of SZA is used to extract the profile information from the measurements as shown by Preston et. al. In this study, the information content of airborne multiaxis measurements is evaluated, and sensitivity studies are performed to assess the impact of different parameters on the retrieved profiles. A best case scenario with cloudless clear skies and simplified measurement errors is used. The results of this study provide an upper estimate of profile information, which can be retrieved from real measurements. The study is intended for the analysis of measurements from the AMAX-DOAS instrument, but the results are also valid for other airborne DOAS measurements.
2. The Measurement Geometry

Before discussing the retrieval theory and the sensitivity study, a qualitative discussion of the viewing geometry highlights and explains the concept to be exploited by the multiaxis measurements. Fig. 1 a.) shows the measurement geometry of AMAX-DOAS measurements assuming single-scattering. The ray coming directly from the sun penetrates the atmosphere and is scattered at a specific altitude. As can be seen in this plot, the light paths after scattering are different, and depend on the LOS. This feature is used by the method described below to retrieve profile information by combining simultaneous measurements of different directions. The distance of the point of scattering from the aircraft is determined by the visibility. The visibility depends on the wavelength, the density of the atmosphere, the aerosol loading, and in the case of nadir view also the distance to the surface.

The upward looking LOS all see the atmosphere above the aircraft, but in the single-scattering approximation are not influenced by the atmosphere below flight altitude. The height from which most of the measurement signal originates depends strongly on the length it travels through denser areas of the atmosphere close to the aircraft. Therefore LOS pointing near the horizon will retrieve a relatively larger signal from the altitudes near flight altitude than LOS pointing more to the zenith.

All downward looking LOS do see the atmosphere above the aircraft too but in addition also probe the atmosphere below flight altitude. These LOS can be divided into two categories. The first category is for those LOS where radiation is scattered above the earth’s surface. We call these LOS the limb mode of the AMAX-DOAS instrument. For such LOS the largest part of the measurement signal is coming from the tangent height. The different tangent heights for different LOS yield the profile information in the measurements. The tangent height is the lowest altitude the LOS penetrate due to the spherical shape of the earth.
For the single scattering approximation such LOS do not see the atmosphere below that altitude. The second category of LOS include those viewing directions where radiation is scattered close to or at the earth’s surface. We call these LOS the nadir mode of the AMAX-DOAS instrument. As all these LOS probe all altitudes below the aircraft, the information content of the profile is small and only based on different amounts of scattering depending on the viewing angle. In general these explanations are valid for both the visible and the UV wavelength regions. In the UV the larger extinction by Rayleigh scattering reduces the visibility. These LOS will then act as limb LOS and potentially add profile information below the aircraft.

The radiative modeling used in the quantitative studies reported below includes full multiple scattering and is not limited to the simple assumptions made here.

3. The Retrieval Method

The profile retrieval method used in this work is based on Preston et. al. The retrieval method was modified for the application to airborne UV-visible absorption measurements. The modified method retrieves the profile information using various lines of sight at the same solar zenith angle, whereas the original method retrieves the profile information using only one line of sight but various solar zenith angles [see Fig. 1 b.]].

This retrieval method requires a forward model to calculate the measurement quantity. In the case of DOAS retrievals these are not the radiances but the slant columns for a given trace gas vertical profile. For the simulation of the slant columns, the radiative transfer model SCIATRAN was used. SCIATRAN is a full spherical radiative transfer model taking into account refraction and multiple scattering. It is able to calculate the radiance in specific lines of sight for a specific flight altitude. The radiances produced by the radiative transfer model are used to calculate air mass factors:
\[ AMF(\lambda, j) = \frac{1}{VOD(\lambda, j)} \ln \left( \frac{I(\lambda, \text{gas } j = \text{OFF})}{I(\lambda, \text{gas } j = \text{ON})} \right) \]  

\( VOD(\lambda, j) \) is the vertical optical depth of trace gas \( j \) at wavelength \( \lambda \), \( I(\lambda, \text{where gas } j = \text{off}) \) is the intensity (radiance) at wavelength \( \lambda \) without trace gas \( j \), and \( I(\lambda, \text{gas } j = \text{on}) \) is the intensity (radiance) at wavelength \( \lambda \) with trace gas \( j \).

The vertical columns (VC) are converted into simulated slant columns (SC) using the air mass factors of eq. (1).

\[ AMF = \frac{SC}{VC} \]  

In the sensitivity studies, the SC has been computed using one AMF representative of the spectral window. While this might not always be appropriate for the retrieval of real data, it does not introduce any uncertainties in self-consistent model studies as those discussed here.

4. The Retrieval Theory

A set of slant columns at a certain SZA using different LOS contains information about the vertical distribution of a specific trace gas in the atmosphere. To analyze the quality of the information for profile retrieval the characterization of a retrieval method from Rodgers\textsuperscript{31–33} is used. This characterization includes a formal treatment of errors. A set of measurements \( y \) can be related to a vertical profile \( x \) by a forward model \( F \).

\[ y = F(x, b) + \epsilon \]  

where \( b \) is the vector of the forward model parameters and \( \epsilon \) is the error of the measurement.

The error \( \epsilon \) consists of different error components, which are discussed in the error analysis.
section. In our case, $y$ is a vector of slant columns as a function of LOS, and $x$ is the vertical profile of the trace gas of interest. The profile $x$ - a continuous function in the real atmosphere - has to be sampled discretely by the retrieval algorithm and is therefore presented as a vector. Eq. 3 can be rewritten in a linearized form:

$$\Delta y = K \Delta x$$  (4)

where

$$K = \frac{dy}{dx}$$  (5)

The rows of the $K$ matrix represent the weighting functions, and each row corresponds to a different measurement. Each LOS is considered as a single measurement. The weighting functions describing this problem contain the dependence of the slant columns on the vertical profile for each LOS. In other words: the weighting functions give the change of the slant column when varying the VMR of the profile by a certain amount at a certain altitude.

There is no unique solution to the inversion of eq. 4, because the problem is ill-posed with a condition-number $\kappa$. The latter is calculated by doing a singular value decomposition of matrix $K$. $\kappa$ is the ratio of the largest and the smallest singular values. A large value $\kappa$ in the range of $10^6$ or larger means the problem is ill-conditioned. In the case of scenario 1 (see Tab. 1 for a description of scenario 1) $\kappa$ is in the order of $10^{29}$. To reduce the amount of possible solutions the Optimal Estimation Method described by Rodgers\textsuperscript{31–33} adds a priori information. A requirement for the Optimal Estimation method to be used is linearity of the problem. The retrieval problem for trace gas skylight absorption measurements is essentially linear because most trace gases (e.g. NO\textsubscript{2}) are optically thin (i.e. absorptions smaller than 2%). In this study the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) solution was chosen\textsuperscript{33}. This method
calculates the retrieved profile as follows:

\[
\hat{x} = \left( K^T S_{\epsilon}^{-1} K + S_a^{-1} \right)^{-1} \left( K^T S_{\epsilon}^{-1} y + S_a^{-1} x_a \right)
\]

(6)

where \( K \) is the weighting function matrix, \( S_{\epsilon} \) is measurement error covariance matrix, \( S_a \) is the arbitrary error covariance matrix of the a priori information, \( y \) is the measurement vector, and \( x_a \) is the a priori profile information.

To characterize the retrieved profile more precisely, the contribution function matrix \( D \) is introduced. This represents the sensitivity of the retrieved profile to the changes of the slant columns:

\[
D = \frac{\partial \hat{x}}{\partial y} = S_a K^T \left( K S_a K^T + S_{\epsilon} \right)^{-1}
\]

(7)

where \( S_a \) is the arbitrary error covariance matrix of the a priori information, \( K^T \) is the transposed weighting function matrix \( K \), and \( S_{\epsilon} \) is the measurement error covariance matrix.

The contribution functions indicate the variation of the retrieved profile when changing the slant column at a given LOS by a certain amount of molecules per cm\(^2\). The retrieved profile at a specific altitude can be thought of as a weighted average of the true profile with the corresponding averaging kernel.

\[
A = D K
\]

(8)

A change in the real atmospheric profile by a certain amount of molecules per cm\(^3\) in a specific altitude causes a change of a certain amount of molecules per cm\(^3\) in the retrieved profile at all altitudes represented by a function, the averaging kernel for this specific altitude. The vertical resolution of the profile retrieval is determined from the averaging kernels. Rodgers
defined the vertical resolution of a profile retrieval at a specific altitude as the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) value of the corresponding averaging kernel 33.

In practice, to calculate the weighting functions needed in the inversion, each layer of the a priori trace gas profile has to be perturbed separately. Using these perturbed profiles the ”perturbed” slant columns are calculated by again the radiative transfer model. Thus the elements of the weighting functions matrix can be approximated as follows:

\[ K_{i,j} = \frac{dy_i}{dx_j} \approx \frac{\Delta y_i}{\Delta x_j} = \frac{y_i - y_i^p}{x_j - x_j^p} \quad (9) \]

\( i \) represents the index over all measurements and \( j \) represents the index over all perturbed layers, \( y_i^p \) is the slant column calculated with a perturbed profile \( x_j^p \) at layer \( j \). After calculating the contribution functions using eq. 7 the averaging kernels can be calculated using eq. 8.

5. Retrieval Error Analysis

The total error of the retrieved profile can be separated into three components. According to Rodgers33 the total error of the profile retrieval is the difference between the retrieved and the true profile. Due to error propagation the error covariance matrix of the total error can be written as:

\[ S_{tot} = S_n + S_m + S_f \quad (10) \]

\( S_n \) is the a priori error covariance matrix, \( S_m \) is the measurement error covariance matrix or retrieval noise, and \( S_f \) is the forward model error covariance matrix. The last error component will not be considered in this work because the error produced by the forward model SCIATRAN is less than 2% for LOS with tangent heights up to 30 km34.
The a priori error covariance matrix $S_n$ can be calculated as:

$$S_n = (A - I)S_a(A - I)^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $S_a$ is the error covariance matrix of the a priori profile. Rodgers\textsuperscript{33} refers to the a priori error as smoothing error, due to the fact that this covariance matrix $S_n$ corresponds to portions of profile space the measurements cannot see. In our case those portions are the altitudes in the stratosphere, and small scale variations obscured by the limited altitude resolution of the profile retrieval.

The measurement error covariance matrix $S_m$ can be calculated as:

$$S_m = DS\epsilon D^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $S\epsilon$ is the covariance matrix of the measurement error and $D$ is the contribution function matrix. The measurement error is due to noise in the measurements propagating into the retrieval. The contribution function matrix maps the measurement error into the profile space.

6. Sensitivity Studies

To assess the amount of profile information contained in AMAX-DOAS measurements, slant columns have been simulated for a number of different scenarios and a retrieval performed using the method described in the previous sections. The results are discussed by evaluating the averaging kernels, weighting functions and retrieval errors. An overview of the different scenarios that have been studied is given in Tab. 1. Briefly, the influence of wavelength, surface spectral reflectance (from now on referred to as albedo), flight altitude and also the choice of LOS and pointing accuracy has been investigated. While the choice of some
parameters (for example standard LOS, flight altitude and wavelength) is based on the set-
up and operation of the AMAX-DOAS instrument, the results are valid in general and not
restricted to this experiment. Also, the discussion is focused on the case of NO$_2$ retrieval
but can readily be applied to other trace gases taking into account the differences in the
absorption cross sections.

As already mentioned above, the trace gas profile was perturbed using a selected altitude
grid. This perturbation grid was adapted within the sensitivity studies in order to take into
account different vertical resolutions. In this work two perturbation grids are used. The
first perturbation grid is used for a flight altitude of 10 km. From 1 to 19 km the step size
is 2 km. Between altitudes of 22 and 30 km the step size is also 2 km and above 30 km up
to 50 km the step size is 5 km. At a flight altitude of 2 km a second perturbation grid was
used. It has a step size of 0.2 km below 4 km, and a step size of 5 km from 10 to 50 km.

For these studies a low aerosol scenario from LOWTRAN$^{36,37}$ was chosen, using a visibility
in the boundary layer (0 to 2 km) of 23 km, a maritime aerosol type, and 80% humidity. In
the free troposphere (2 to 10 km) the visibility is 23 km and the humidity is 80%. In the
stratosphere the aerosol loading is that of a background scenario. For all studies, a cloud
free scenario was assumed.

The meteorological data used in the radiative transfer model were taken from the 3-
dimensional chemical transport model SLIMCAT$^{38}$. A mid-latitude spring scenario is used
for these studies. A small arbitrary value of 0.1 ppbv NO$_2$ was added at the surface and at
1 km altitude. As mentioned above a fixed SZA of 51.6° is used. From the output of the
radiative transfer model only data with a 90° relative azimuth angle with respect to the sun
was taken into account, assuming there are no horizontal inhomogeneities in the trace gas
abundance.
For this retrieval method different LOS are crucial. The following 10 different LOS were assumed in this sensitivity study: 0° (nadir), 60°, 80°, 85°, 88°, 92°, 95°, 100°, 120°, and 180° (zenith).

The sensitivity studies were undertaken for NO$_2$. To perform the sensitivity studies, appropriate values for the a priori ($S_a$) and measurement error ($S_\epsilon$) have to be assumed. Since the measured slant columns will be in the order of $10^{16}$ molec/cm$^2$ to $1.5*10^{16}$ molec/cm$^2$, a standard deviation of $10^{15}$ molec/cm$^2$ is a realistic measurement error. A good DOAS instrument is able to measure a differential optical depth as small as $3*10^{-4}$ with a reasonable signal to noise ratio. Using the differential cross section of NO$_2$ near 500 nm of $2.5*10^{-19}$ cm$^2$/molecule the smallest slant column measurable with this instrument can be calculated to be $1.2*10^{15}$ molecules/cm$^2$.

The maximum mixing ratio of the NO$_2$ profile is in the order of 3 to 4 ppbv. In this case a standard deviation of 1 ppbv as a priori error seems to be reasonable.

7. Results

In Fig. 2 a.) the averaging kernels for scenario 1 are shown. This scenario assumes a flight altitude of 10 km, a wavelength of 350 nm, and an albedo of 0.1. A first look at the averaging kernels reveals a large sensitivity of the profile retrieval near flight altitude. As was discussed above, the averaging kernels at 350 nm cannot be understood by considering only the tangent heights for every LOS. This is because of the limited visibility at 350 nm.

There are two distinctive averaging kernels (9 and 11 km) suggesting a very high sensitivity and a vertical resolution of 2 km near the flight altitude between 8 and 12 km. Going further down towards the surface the averaging kernels broaden. In contrast to the 9 km averaging kernel the 1 km averaging kernel has a FWHM value of 3 to 4 km. The changing peak altitudes and FWHM values for the averaging kernels can be understood considering
the limited visibility of the atmosphere in the UV at 350 nm. Good vertical resolution will be achieved if the average light paths through different altitude layers differ strongly. This is the case for the layer close to flight altitude, which is penetrated differently by the individual viewing directions. To understand this pattern of averaging kernels it is necessary to analyze the weighting functions. The section dealing with the retrieval theory described the weighting functions as sensitivity of the measurements as a function of altitude. The maximum of the weighting functions are indicators for the altitude from which most of the information for a given LOS is coming from. The weighting functions for scenario 1 are shown in Fig. 3 a.). The weighting functions for the downward looking LOS peak in different altitudes. This suggests, that different LOS are sensitive to different altitudes.

Above the aircraft the vertical resolution of the averaging kernels decreases. The FWHM of the 11 km averaging kernel is 2 - 3 km, whereas the FWHM value of the 13 km averaging kernel is roughly 3 to 4 km. All averaging kernels above flight altitude peak at 13 km except for the 11 km averaging kernel. The weighting functions of Fig. 3 a.) confirm the information given by the averaging kernels. The sensitivity of the upward looking LOS to altitudes above 13 km is small and does not contain profile information.

As discussed in the previous section the SZA for these sensitivity studies is 51.6°. Two additional SZA (20° and 85°) were tested but results are not presented here as the general behavior of the averaging kernels does not change.

Fig. 4 shows the retrieval errors for different scenarios resulting from the a priori and measurement error described above. The total retrieval error \((S_n + S_m)\) is a measure of quality of the retrieval. A small total error indicates a retrieval of high quality.

A comparison with the retrieval error of a profile retrieval using a perturbation grid with 1 km step size (not shown here) reveals that the retrieval error decreases significantly when
the perturbation grid step size is increased. There appears to be sufficient information in the measurements that a 2 km vertical resolution of the retrieved profile seems to be reasonable.

A. Influence of the Wavelength on the Retrieval:

In this investigation two wavelengths were used, one in the UV (350 nm) and one in the visible wavelength region (500 nm). The averaging kernels of scenario 1 [see Fig. 2 a.)] and scenario 2 [see Fig. 2 b.]) are compared. The overall behavior of the averaging kernels at 500 nm is basically the same as at 350 nm.

There are however a few exceptions. The first exception is that the averaging kernels 1 to 9 km split into two categories. In the first category the averaging kernels 7 and 9 km peak at the same altitude suggesting profile information of measurements at 500 nm have a lower vertical resolution than 2 km. In the second category the averaging kernels 1 to 5 km all peak at different altitudes, indicating that profile information of these measurements at 500 nm has a vertical resolution of approximately 2 km. The weighting functions for this scenario are plotted in Fig. 3 b.) and it can be seen that there are no two LOS, that can resolve the layer between flight altitude and 5 km.

The second exception is, that the 1 km averaging kernel has a much larger value compared to the same averaging kernel for 350 nm. This feature suggests a higher sensitivity of the 500 nm measurements in the lower troposphere, as is expected as a result of the reduced importance of Rayleigh scattering at this wavelength.

As can be seen in Fig. 2 b.) the vertical resolution at 500 nm is lower than at 350 nm between 7 and 9 km altitude, but it is higher at an altitude of 5 km. This result is confirmed by the retrieval errors shown in Fig. 4 b.). For 500 nm, the retrieval error between 7 and 9 km is larger than at 350 nm but smaller than that at 350 nm at 5 km.
B. Influence of the Albedo on the Retrieval

To investigate the influence of albedo or surface spectral reflectance, the averaging kernels for albedos of 0.1 and 0.9 respectively are considered for the 2 wavelengths (350 and 500 nm). For scenario 4 at 500 nm [see Fig. 2 d.)] and an albedo of 0.9, there is no significant change compared to scenario 2 at 500 nm and an albedo of 0.1. However, in the UV at 350 nm, the 1 km averaging kernel increases by almost a factor of 2 [see Fig. 2 c.)]. The averaging kernels for altitudes above 1 km do not change when the albedo is changed from 0.1 to 0.9. The same holds for the averaging kernels above the aircraft. This can be explained by taking into account the enhancement of multiple scattering as a result of the larger number of reflected photons at the surface in the UV wavelength region. The enhanced multiple scattering is limited to the lower altitudes (below 1 km), because multiple scattering is occurring and most likely in parts of the atmosphere having a higher density. The overall result of this study is that large albedo will increase the sensitivity of UV measurements in the surface layer but apart from that there is little influence on the profile information of the measurements.

C. Influence of Additional Lines of Sight on the Retrieval:

To investigate the usefulness of having different LOS [see Fig. 2 f.]; scenario 6] the calculations for two additional LOS (89° and 91°) were included at 500 nm compared to scenario 2 [see Fig. 2 b.]). For scenario 6 the averaging kernels 7 and 9 km below the aircraft peak in different altitudes compared to those in scenario 2. The weighting functions for this scenario [Fig. 3 d.)] explains this behavior. For the 89° LOS, the retrieval obtains information exclusively from the altitudes near 9 km, because the majority of the absorption signal originates from these altitudes. The 88° LOS weighting function is the same as in scenario 2. Therefore, as a result of the additional LOS, additional profile information about higher altitudes
is gathered. For 350 nm [see. Fig. 3 c.)] there is no difference in the weighting functions of the 88°, and the 89° LOS. Thus no increase in the vertical resolution is observed. The fact that the additional LOS do not increase the profile resolution at 350 nm results from the limited visibility at 350 nm. Above the aircraft the averaging kernels do not change compared to scenario 1.

Fig. 3 c.) shows that the vertical resolution at 500 nm can be improved when using additional LOS at 89° and 91°. Analysis of the retrieval errors in Fig. 4 c.) confirms the improvement of the resolution at 500 nm due to the smaller retrieval error compared to scenario 2. However, in real applications, the pointing accuracy needed for these LOS is difficult to achieve because of the intrinsic pitch and roll of an aircraft in flight.

D. Influence of the Flight Altitude on the Retrieval

In this part of the study calculations for a flight altitude of 2 km are compared to those for 10 km flight altitude. Again, two cases have to be considered. The first case is the scenario 7 calculated for a wavelength of 350 nm, the second one is calculated for a wavelength of 500 nm. As can be seen in Fig. 5 a.) and c.) for scenario 7, the averaging kernels calculated for this flight altitude do not peak as distinctively as they did for the 10 km flight altitude. This is to be expected given the vertical resolution of 2 km that could be achieved at 10 km. Above and below the flight altitude, the peak values of the averaging kernels are decreasing rapidly. This fact and a study of the retrieval error (not shown) suggest that the measurement at 2 km flight altitude is not containing much profile information.

In summary measurements at 2 km yield an in-situ measurement at flight altitude to the columns below and above the aircraft. The averaging kernels above the aircraft contain less profile information compared to measurements taken at 10 km flight altitude in the UV. The second case is the scenario 8 calculated for a wavelength of 500 nm. As can be seen in
Fig. 5 b.) and d.), the averaging kernels are nearly identical to the UV case with the exception that the 0.2 km averaging kernel has larger values. Even the difference of averaging kernels between the two wavelengths is small. This is because the distances from the aircraft to the surface for almost all LOS for both wavelengths are within the visibility range of the model atmosphere for both the visible and the UV. The main result of this study is that only 2 layers beneath the aircraft are resolved for this flight altitude, namely from 0 to 1 km and from 1 to 2 km. Above the aircraft the retrievable number of layers is only two, from 2 to 2.5 km and above 2.5 km.

**E. What is the optimum LOS setup?**

This question has two parts. The first is addressing the optimum number of LOS required, when retrieving a profile with a certain resolution. Rodgers deals with this part of the question by the use of prior constraints. To make the inversion problem well-posed `a discrete representation with fewer parameters than the number of degrees of freedom of the measurements`, as required by the maximum a posteriori method is needed (33, chapter 10).

For our example this translates to: if the retrieved profile below the aircraft has 5 points, at least 5 measurements (downward looking LOS) are needed to make the problem well-posed.

The second part of the question deals with the selection of LOS for a specific setup. This can be answered by selecting the LOS in such a way that for each layer in the retrieval grid one limb measurement is taken that has the appropriate tangent height. For the retrieval grid of 0 km, 1 km, 3 km, ..., 9 km the according LOS would be: 86.8°, 87.0°, 87.3°, 87.7°, 88.2°, and 89.0°.

In practice this approach is not very useful because the required pointing accuracy of 0.2° is difficult to realize. Therefore a downsized version of this approach will be tested. Instead of 18 LOS required for all tangent heights from 0 to 9 km only 12 LOS will be used. This
scenario is realized by using the LOS $0^\circ, 80^\circ, 85^\circ, 88^\circ, 89^\circ, 91^\circ, 92^\circ, 95^\circ, 100^\circ,$ and $180^\circ$ plus the LOS $87^\circ$ and $93^\circ$. The comparison of the 18 LOS study to the 12 LOS study (not shown here) reveals a difference in averaging kernel peak values of less than 10%. This is a small change compared to the 60% increase in the 3 km averaging kernel peak value between the additional LOS (scenario 6) and the 12 LOS study (scenario 10) at 500 nm [see Fig. 2 f.) and Fig. 6 b.)]. From this we conclude, that no further information is gathered in going from 12 to 18 LOS. At 350 nm there is practically no difference between the 10 LOS setup and the 12 LOS setup [see Fig. 2 e.) and Fig. 6 a.)]. The 18 LOS setup (not shown here) does not increase the averaging kernel peak values. At 350 nm, the 10 LOS setup is already the LOS setup with the best performance. For 500 nm the LOS setup with the best performance is the setup with 18 LOS but for practical reasons the 12 LOS setup is as good as the 18 LOS setup. The retrieval error for the 12 LOS study at 500 nm [see. Fig. 4 d.)] supports the better performance of the 10 LOS.

\textbf{F. Influence of the Pointing Accuracy on the Retrieval}

The last part of this investigation deals with the pointing accuracy of the LOS. To test the influence of the pointing accuracy on the retrieval, the retrieval errors were calculated for a profile retrieval of the 12 LOS study and pointing error was added to each LOS. To characterize the decrease in retrieval quality, the ratio of the retrieval error with and without pointing error was calculated (see Fig. 7). A pointing error of less than $1^\circ$ does not change the retrieval error significantly at 350 nm as shown in Fig. 7 a.). The largest relative changes occur at altitudes with small retrieval errors, and therefore the absolute retrieval quality is not decreased significantly. At 500 nm a pointing accuracy of better than $1^\circ$ is very important as can be seen in Fig. 7 b.) to d.). The same retrieval quality as for 350 nm is achieved, when a pointing pointing accuracy of better than $0.1^\circ$ is assumed. For
real flights the pointing accuracy for all LOS is known a posteriori as good as 0.01°.

8. Conclusions

Sensitivity studies have been performed to determine the amount of profile information contained in airborne UV/vis skylight absorption measurements. The result of this work is that there is indeed valuable profile information in airborne multi axis UV/vis skylight absorption measurements. The vertical resolution of the profile retrieval depends on the LOS setup, the flight altitude, and the wavelength. Airborne multiaxis measurements have an excellent sensitivity in the troposphere and upper troposphere/lower stratosphere. Tab. 2 shows how much profile information each scenario yields.

The investigation of the influence of the wavelength at 350 nm on the the retrieval indicates that measurements in the UV contain more profile information than measurements at 500 nm. For 350 nm, a profile resolution of 2 km below the aircraft is predicted up to 14 km altitude with one column being retrieved above 14 km altitude. At 500 nm, the resolution is slightly lower: 2 km from 0 to 6 km altitude, 3 to 4 km resolution from 6 to 10 km altitude, 2 km resolution from 10 to 14 km altitude, and a column above 14 km altitude.

When comparing the averaging kernels for high and low albedo, it turns out that the differences are small at both wavelengths with exception of the UV averaging kernel nearest to the surface. Albedo is therefore not a critical parameter for the retrieval as calculated. Additional lines of sight near the horizon will improve the profile resolution near flight altitude at 500 nm whereas the profile resolution at 350 nm remains basically the same (not shown). This can be seen by comparing figures 3 b.) and 3 c.) and figures 2 b.) and 2 f.). With additional lines of sight at 500 nm the resolution of the retrieved profile will be as good as or better than the resolution of scenario 1. However, in practice it is difficult to achieve the necessary pointing accuracy close to the horizon on a moving aircraft and the
potential improvement might not be possible in practice.

The main result obtained in the study of the influence of the flight altitude is that at lower altitudes little profile information can be retrieved from the measurements for either wavelength. The reason is, that most of the profile information comes from the downward looking limb LOS. For lower flight altitudes the number of LOS in limb mode decreases rapidly assuming a fixed LOS setup. Still, near flight altitude enhanced sensitivity is achieved adding some vertical resolution to the measurements. In practice, flying at different altitudes does provide profile information since these studies have shown that the best profile information can be extracted from the flight altitude region.

The study to analyze the question addressing the issue of the best LOS setup indicates the 10 LOS setup \([0^\circ \text{ (nadir)}, 80^\circ, 85^\circ, 88^\circ, 89^\circ, 91^\circ, 92^\circ, 95^\circ, 100^\circ, \text{ and } 180^\circ \text{ (zenith)}]\) as a reasonable optimum setup at 350 nm, where at 500 nm the optimum is with 12 LOS \([0^\circ \text{ (nadir)}, 80^\circ, 85^\circ, 87^\circ, 88^\circ, 89^\circ, 91^\circ, 92^\circ, 93^\circ, 95^\circ, 100^\circ, \text{ and } 180^\circ \text{ (zenith)}]\).

Concerning the requirements on pointing accuracy, it turns out that a pointing accuracy of \(1^\circ\) is sufficient for measurements at 350 nm but a pointing accuracy of \(0.1^\circ\) is required for measurements at 500 nm.

For practical applications, clouds, horizontal inhomogeneities, and aerosols will introduce further uncertainties and reduce the achievable vertical resolution of the retrieved profile.

The combination of two or even more wavelengths contains a large optimization potential, since it is shown that the same LOS using different wavelengths is sensitive to different altitudes of the profile. The sensitivity studies have also shown that these measurements are most sensitive to profile information close to flight altitude. Therefore combination of measurements at different altitudes, and possibly also at different SZA has the potential of adding profile information, further improving the theoretical vertical resolution. Overall
this sensitivity study demonstrates the potential of AMAX-DOAS measurements to provide height resolved information on a number of relevant species in the troposphere and the important UTLS region using a relatively simple remote sensing instrument on an airborne platform.
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List of Figure Captions

Fig. 1: This plot shows the light paths observed by an airborne UV/vis skylight absorption spectrometer (a) compared to the light paths observed by a ground-based UV/vis zenith sky absorption spectrometer (b). The displayed light paths indicate the most probable light paths. In reality the light observed at a specific LOS originates from a variety of different light paths as a result of multiple scattering.

Fig. 2: Averaging kernels for a.) scenario 1, b.) scenario 2, c.) scenario 3, d.) scenario 4, and e.) scenario 6.

Fig. 3: Weighting functions for a.) scenario 1, b.) scenario 2, and c.) scenario 6. The NO$_2$ profile is anticipated for mid-latitudes on the northern hemisphere in March at 51.6° SZA. Each weighting function corresponds to a different LOS. The magnitude of the weighting functions is small at the surface and above 15 km, revealing that the slant columns are not very sensitive to NO$_2$ in these regions.

Fig. 4: Retrieval errors for a.) scenario 1, b.) scenario 2, c.) scenario 6, and d.) scenario 10. $S_n$ is the a priori error, $S_m$ is the measurement error or retrieval noise, and $S_n + S_m$ is the total error of the profile retrieval.

Fig. 5: Averaging kernels for scenarios 6 [a.) and c.)] and 7 [b.) and d.).]

Fig. 6: Averaging kernels for a.) scenario 9 and b.) scenario 10.

Fig. 7: Pointing accuracy: a.) pointing error of -1° for scenario 9, b.) pointing error of -0.5° for scenario 10, c.) pointing error of -0.25° for scenario 10, and d.) pointing error of -0.1° for scenario 10. To characterize the decrease in quality of the retrieval the ratio of the retrieval error with and without pointing error was plotted.
Fig. 1. This plot shows the light paths observed by an airborne UV/vis skylight absorption spectrometer (a) compared to the light paths observed by a ground-based UV/vis zenith sky absorption spectrometer (b). The displayed light paths indicate the most probable light paths. In reality the light observed at a specific LOS originates from a variety of different light paths as a result of multiple scattering.
Table 1. Scenarios for the sensitivity studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scenario</th>
<th>albedo</th>
<th>λ [nm]</th>
<th>flight altitude [km]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(^\text{c})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(^\text{c})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(^\text{c})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8(^\text{c})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9(^\text{c})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10(^\text{c})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{\text{c}}\) For these scenarios the observations of 60° and 120° were replaced by the these of the LOS 89° and 91°.

\(^{\text{c}}\) For these scenarios the step size of the grid is 0.2 km (0-4 km) and 5 km (10 - 50 km). For all other scenarios the step size of the grid is 2 km (1-19 km, 22 -30 km) and 5 km (30 - 50 km).

\(^{\text{c}}\) For these scenarios 12 LOS were used: the LOS of scenarios 5 and 6 plus the LOS 87° and 93°.
Table 2. Vertical profile resolution of the considered sensitivity studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scenario altitude [km]</th>
<th>λ [nm]</th>
<th>aircraft</th>
<th>aircraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;♭&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6&lt;sup&gt;♭&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9&lt;sup&gt;♭&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&lt;sup&gt;♭&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>♭</sup> For these scenarios the 60<sup>°</sup> and 120<sup>°</sup> were exchanged by the additional LOS 89<sup>°</sup> and 91<sup>°</sup>.

<sup>♭</sup> For these scenarios 12 LOS were used: the LOS of scenarios 5 and 6 plus the LOS 87<sup>°</sup> and 93<sup>°</sup>.
Fig. 2. Averaging kernels for a.) scenario 1, b.) scenario 2, c.) scenario 3, d.) scenario 4, e.) scenario 5, and f.) scenario 6.
Fig. 3. Weighting functions for a.) scenario 1, b.) scenario 2, c.) scenario 5, and d.) scenario 6. The NO$_2$ profile is anticipated for mid-latitudes on the northern hemisphere in March at 51.6° SZA. Each weighting function corresponds to a different LOS. The magnitude of the weighting functions is small at the surface and above 15 km, revealing that the slant columns are not very sensitive to NO$_2$ in these regions.
Fig. 4. Retrieval errors for a.) scenario 1, b.) scenario 2, c.) scenario 6, and d.) scenario 10.

$S_n$ is the a priori error, $S_m$ is the measurement error or retrieval noise, and $S_n + S_m$ is the total error of the profile retrieval.
Fig. 5. Averaging kernels for scenario 7 [a.) and c.)] and for scenario 8 [b.) and d.).]
Fig. 6. Averaging kernels for a.) scenario 9 and b.) scenario 10.
Fig. 7. Pointing accuracy: a.) pointing error of -1° for scenario 9, b.) pointing error of -0.5° for scenario 10, c.) pointing error of -0.25° for scenario 10, and d.) pointing error of -0.1° for scenario 10. To characterize the decrease in quality of the retrieval the ratio of the retrieval error with and without pointing error was plotted.